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For in-depth information, including course and expo descriptions, registration and housing, contact:
The MSA Meeting Managers • 7000 West Southwest Highway * Chicago Ridge, IL 60415

Ph: 708-361-6045 • Toll Free: 877-MSA-MAS1 • F: 708-361-6166
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Registrant's Name: Fax#:

I PRE-MEETING REGISTRATION FEES
Discount Regular

(before 7/14) (after 7/14)

Pre-Meeting Congress (Saturday & Sunday)
• Member or Non-Member $90 $110

Pre-Meettng Congress/Full Meeting Registration Package
(Includes Proceedings)

• Full Member Package $270 $335

LJ Full Non-Member Package $360 $405

Section 5 Subtotal $

Short Courses (Sunday only) See pages 4-5 for descriptions
Full Days: • 20-01 U20-02 020-03
Member $120 $180

Non-Member S140 $180
Half Days: • 20-04 Q 20-05
Member $60 S90

Non-Member $70 $90

Section 5 Subtotal S

MEETING REGISTRATION FEES
Discount Regular

(before 7/14) (after 7/14)

Full Meeting (Includes Proceedings) (Monday-Thursday)
Q MSA-MAS-MSC Member $S60 S325

Q Non-Member $350 S395

Full Meeting (Does NOT Include Proceedings) (M-Th)
"Must be a Member of one of the sponsoring Societies*
• Student $105 $140
• Emeritus* $105 $140

• Special GueSt*(See Section 2) S105 S140

Q Yes, I will attend the Sunday Reception. Ticket included

with my Full Registration. (Must be •/ to receive ticket.)

Partial Meeting [Does NOT Include Proceedings or Sunday Flee.)
G One Day S110 S135
• Two Day $210 $250
Please Specify Day(s) LJ Mon. QTues. QWed. QThurs,

Section 6 Subtotal $

SOCIAL EVENT FEES
Please / section 6 if you will attend the Sunday
reception. Ticket included with your Full Registration.
Atlantic City: Here We Come
Sunday Reception
Children ages 3-11
Children under 3-free
Wednesday Dinner Cruise .
Annual Golf Tournament

. @S37 per/adult

. @$50 per/adult

. @$12 per/child

. @$0 per/infant

. @ $55 per/person

. @ $80per/person

Section 7 Subtotal $ .

HOW TO REGISTER

1. Mail completed registration form (2 pages) with check
or credit card (no purchase orders) to: M&M 2000
Meeting Management, 7000 W. Southwest Hwy.
Chicago Ridge, IL 60415. Make check payable to
Microscopy & Micro analysis.

2. Fax completed registration form (2 pages) with credit
card payment information to (70S) 361-6166. IF YOU
ARE FAXING, DO NOT MAILTHE ORIGINAL
REGISTRATION FORM. (Faxed registration forms
without credit card information will not be processed.)

3. On-line Registration via the Internet at
www, msa, m i c rosco py.com
DO NOT MAIL A HARD COPY OF THE
REGISTRATION FORM.

important Reminders:
• Registrations will only be processed with full payment.
* Deadline to preregister is August 4. Anyone registering

after that date will not be preregistered. Do MOT send
this form to Meeting Management after August 4.
Please bring the registration form with you to register
On-Site,

CANCELLATION POLICY: Refunds will be honored, less
a S40 handling fee, only if received in writing by August 4.
All paid registrations include admission to the scientific
sessions and commercial exhibits. Full registrations afeo"
include a Sunday Evening Reception Ticket. MSA's
Federal ID and tax-exempt* is 116-042-333.

P A Y M E N T (Full Payment in U.S. Currency MUST accompany this form)

Total Amount Due $ _
Sections 3+5+6+7

(Please write registrant's name on check.)• Enclosed is my Check #

•^Mastercard • Visa I

Card Number _. Expires: _ _ _ / _ (
» of Card Holder

Card Holder:.
Please Prim

Signature

• YES Q NO M&M Meeting Management is authorized to charge this credit card for Ihe full amount due. Funds over trie amount that you indicated in any section will be
charged 1o you only in the event you under calculate your registration fees. Process will be delayed ft answered "NO:1

For Office Use Only:
Date Red'd _ _ Initial . Ch#. . ChDate. Amount Paid
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PRINCETON GAMMA-TECH

The Best Value
In Microanalysis

Avalon 4000:

Low cost EDS upgrade!
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Princeton Gamma-Tech, Inc.
C/N 863 Princeton, NJ 08542-0863
Telephone: (609) 924-7310
Facsimile; (609) 924-1729
e-mail: sales@pgt.com
website: www.pgt.com

Avalon 8000:

Workhorse for
everyday solutions!

IMIX:

Simply the best!
For over 30 years you have come to PGT for
the latest innovations in X-ray microanalysis
and EDS detector technology.

Now you can come to us for inexpensive
upgrades, fundamental workhorse systems, as
well as solutions for advanced applications.
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Spectroscopy with the Photon Scanning-Tunneling
Microscope
Continued from page 22

4. ABSOPTION SPECTROSCOPY
In this experiment, gold islands (40 nm thickness) were

deposited inside a vacuum evaporator onto a cleaned quartz
slide. Surface plasmon excitation can be generated on the gold
islands resulting in some absorption of the spectrum of the inci-
dent light. The absorption peak of the gold islands is shape de-
pendent and occurs around 535 nm for a round shaped parti-
cle. While the sample was scanned using a HeNe (632.8 nm)
laser, a white light source was impinging on the gold islands. A
PSTM image of the islands is shown in Figure 2 and spectra
obtained as the tip was scanned are shown in Figure 3. These
results show the ability of the PSTM to realize topographic im-
ages of the surfaces while performing absorption spectroscopy.
The same technique could be used for studies of biological
samples.5 However, these should exhibit specific regions which
display absorption.

5. RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
In the two previously described applications of the PSTM

as a spectrascopic tool, the signals collected by the fiber and
induced by a low-power laser were easily detected by the mean
of a monochromater and an inexpensive photomultiplier tube.
In this experiment, we show the ability of the PSTM to collect
sufficient spectroscopic signal intensity even with a less spe-
cialized sample having a relatively weak scattering cross sec-
tion. The experiment was carried out using a standard Raman
spectroscopy system with a diode array and an argon-ion laser
as the source for engendering the Raman signal. For imaging
purposes, a crossed-grating array (made with photolitography)
etched in quartz was used. Silver was then deposited at oblique
incidence on this sample in a vacuum chamber, and a solution
of either cobalt phtalocyanine or benzoic acid was spin-coated
onto the substrate. Figure 4 shows the PSTM Raman signal
from cobalt phthaiocyanine and from benzoic acid, the probe
being much closer to the surface in the latter instance.

6. CONCLUSION
In this brief and general article, we have shown how the

PSTM functions as a spectroscopic tool. Further work with the
PSTM is currently underway to demonstrate infrared spectros-
copy for chemical mapping and to study polarization effects.
Since the PSTM uses no metal aperture, the possible spectro-

scaled Data for mj islands an s qua/ir substrate
40 angstroms of Au heat treated far 5 mins at 500 C

scopic signals are of a broad variety, but the field is still develop-
mental. A substantial amount of effort needs to be devoted to
sample preparation methodologies since resolution improves as
roughness is decreased. Future work will include the use of two-
photon processes. •
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Figure 3: PSTM-acquired absorption spect/a of a gold island film as the tip is scanned, sharp probe for very low signals.
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Figure 4: PSTM SERS, Top—Cobalt PEiiaiocyanine, Bottom— Benzoic Acid. For very small
tunneling gaps the signal is much stronger, as in the case of the benzioc acid spectra. The
spectral peaks identify the coupling to particular Raman-active bonds in each molecule and
the relative intensities and positions of the peaks permit unambiguous identification in quite
complex mixtures. But the data is shown primarily as an example of signal acquisition by a
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We all know that Wavelength Dispersive X-ray (WDX)
microanalysis is a powerful technique, but it can seem fike
a real struggle.

With INCAWave, you now have the power of WDX with all
the ease and speed of the INCA platform.

xnca INCA-power and productivity in microanalysis

For more information on INCA visit our website today at

www.oxford-instruments.com/mag
Or call us on:
OSA 1 (978) 359 9933,
UK +44(0) 1494 4422ES,
France (33)-01-69 85 25 21,
Germany (49) Q6122 937-176,

INCA is a trademark of Oxford Instruments

Scandinavia (46) S 590 725 50,
Australia (61) 29484 6108,
Japan (81) 3-5245-3591,
Singapore (65) 337-6B48,
China (86) 10 6833 033E.
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